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1. Identify and redesign an events1 website

2. Create a process of testing across microsites and digital ads

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite

4. Create an interactive pdf template for downloadable brochures

Q3

Q3 - OBJECTIVES



1. Identify and redesign an events1 website

KR1: Design 2 versions: 1.Longform   2.Pages
Adjusted to design of the front page - Complete

Q3 - OKR 1 RESULTS

•Logo rules
•Placement of menu items
•Nav bar design including placement of address & date
•Full screen image



Q3 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Identify and redesign an events1 website

KR2: Video options
- Complete

•Full screen video option
•Overlay event details
•Link button placement



Q3 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Identify and redesign an events1 website

KR2: Downloadable pdf implemented
- Complete

VIEW DOWNLOAD PAGE

https://www.worldarchitecturefestival.com/resources/waf-2016-day-day-guide


WAF’s move to Berlin was enhanced by 
a striking and effective refresh of the 
Festival’s branding.

Q3 - OKR 1 RESULTS

Paul Finch
Programme Director
World Architecture Festival



Q3 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Identify and redesign an events1 website

KR3: Staging version in build
- Complete

VIEW LIVE VERSION

https://awards.constructionnews.co.uk


2. Create a process of testing across microsites and digital ads

KR1: Microsites - Testers identified, process defined
- Complete (Trello process for microsites added)

Q3 - OKR 2 RESULTS



2. Create a process of testing across microsites and digital ads

KR1: Microsites - Testers identified, process defined
- Complete

Q3 - OKR 2 RESULTS

Project Sherlock -NT
Create site map of customer journey
Simplify if possible
Update design

KR2: Digital ads - Testers identified, process defined and agreed with ad ops
- In progress

KR3: Pricing funnel design options
- Complete



Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR1: Complete build by 25th July
- Completed August

VISIT SITE

https://solutions.hsj.co.uk


Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR1: Complete build by 25th July
- Completed August

HSJ Solutions menu - Hover state (SIGNED IN & OUT) Click through - (SIGNED OUT)

Click through - (SIGNED IN)



Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR1: Complete build by 25th July
- Completed August

HSJ Solutions menu - Hover state (SIGNED IN & OUT) Click through - (SIGNED OUT)

Click through - (SIGNED IN)



Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR2: Fully optimized for mobile
- Completed



Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR3: Create a marketing campaign to support this product
- Completed



Q3 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Design the new Solutions sign-in/sign-up marketing microsite.

KR3: Create a marketing campaign to support this product
- Completed

VIEW AD

VIEW AD

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/HSJ/Solutions/banners/HSJ_SOLUTION_bannerS/HSJ_SOL_SUB08_BANNER_970X250.html
https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/HSJ/Solutions/banners/HSJ_SOLUTION_bannerS/HSJ_SOLUTION_banner_300X250_V02/HSJ_SOLUTION_banner_300X250.html


DOWNLOAD PDF

Q3 - OKR 4 RESULTS

4. Create an interactive pdf template for downloadable brochures

KR1: 2 options designed (longform and pages)
- Completed 
KR2: Complete by August
- Completed
KR3: Tested and best version to be used as a template for all future downloads 
- Completed

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/WAF/WAF_BROCHURE.zip


DOWNLOAD PDF

Q3 - OKR 4 RESULTS

4. Create an interactive pdf template for downloadable brochures

KR1: 2 options designed (longform and pages)
- Completed 
KR2: Complete by August
- Completed
KR3: Tested and best version to be used as a template for all future downloads 
- Completed

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/RWL/RETAIL_WEEK_LIVE_BROCHURE.zip


DOWNLOAD PDF

Q3 - OKR 4 RESULTS

4. Create an interactive pdf template for downloadable brochures

KR1: 2 options designed (longform and pages)
- Completed 
KR2: Complete by August
- Completed
KR3: Tested and best version to be used as a template for all future downloads 
- Completed

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/RWL/RWL_LAUNCHPAD_BROCHURE_V05.zip


1. Expand capabilities of video and digital banners

2. Increase effectiveness of email design and sends

3. Project Sherlock – Nursing Times

4. Project Sherlock – HSJ

Q4

Q4 - OBJECTIVES



VIEW VIDEOS

Q4 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Expand capabilities of video and digital banners

KR1: Video Hero HTML capabilities defined and demo video created
- Completed 

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/PORTFOLIO/PORFOLIO.html


Q4 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Expand capabilities of video and digital banners

KR2: Digital ad capabilities defined and demo created
- Completed 

VIEW BANNERS

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/BANNERS/BANNERS_PORFOLIO.html


Q4 - OKR 1 RESULTS

1. Expand capabilities of video and digital banners

KR3: One interactive video template created for an event tbc
- Incomplete 

VIEW VIDEO EXAMPLE

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/spa/i2sqvdvykxtrjnv/Exports/interact_video/interact_video.html


Q4 - OKR 2 RESULTS

2. Increase effectiveness of email design and sends

KR1: Best practice guide updated
- Completed
KR2: Online version of guide created
- Completed
KR3: The various designs of email templates included in a “design” doc
- tbc 

VIEW ONLINE

http://ec.emap.com/plexus/email-best-practice/PLEXUS-DESIGN-TEAM_Email-Best-Practice-Guide.pdf


Q4 - OKR 3 RESULTS

3. Project Sherlock – Nursing Times

KR1: Subscriber journey mapped out
- Complete
KR2: Streamlined journey identified
- tbc
KR3: Revisions agreed with marketing and implementation plan agreed
- tbc 



Q4 - OKR 4 RESULTS

4. Project Sherlock – HSJ

KR1: New subscriber journey implemented
- Complete 

Original Subs journey (SIGNED-OUT) Subs journey with test (SIGNED-OUT)



Q4 - OKR 4 RESULTS

4. Project Sherlock – HSJ

KR2: Test in place of new pricing table
- Complete
KR3: Results plan agreed with Ben Cannon
- tbc 

TEST 1: Visible price from drop down TEST 2: No price

VIEW TABLE 1 VIEW TABLE 2

https://www.hsj.co.uk/why-subscribe
https://www.hsj.co.uk/why-subscribe2/


1. Events

2. Microsites

3. Preferred email

4. Email designs

5. Digital subs campaign

H2 Extras

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS



H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Rebranding of 22 events

BCIA (rebrand for 2017)
Directors Congress, NT Directors Congress)
NICE 
PSCA – Awards and Congress
CN Awards 2017
GE Awards 2017
HSJ Value in Healthcare (refresh)
LGC Summits series 
National Recycling Awards (2017)
NCE Graduate of the Year Awards
NCE 100 (refresh)
Retail Jeweler Awards 2017
Retail Week Awards 2017
GE Instrumentation and Monitoring (Summit)
GE Infrastructure Summit
HSJ Emerging Leaders Summits 
NT Careers Live (refresh)
Retail Week Live
Retail Week CFO Summit
Retail Week Innovation in Payments
HVN Awards
LGC Awards 2017

Unbudgeted 8 extra events

NT Leadership Series (includes NT Leaders Congress, NT 
HSJ Summit
HSJ Provider Summit
HSJ Commissioning Summit
HSJ Modernising Healthcare Summit
Mental Health Congress
Construction Investing in Talent Awards
Retail Week Be Inspired



H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

2. Microsites

New branding created which 
visialises the 4 combined 
summits.

HSJ Summits

VIEW SUMMITS

https://www.hsj.co.uk/hsjsummitseries


AJ Team Access

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

2. Microsites

VIEW AJ TEAM ACCESS

http://www.theaj.co.uk/team-access


Drapers App

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

2. Microsites

VIEW DRAPERS APP

https://www.drapersonline.com/app


NT Support

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

2. Microsites

VIEW NT SUPPORT

https://www.nursingtimes.net/SPIN2.aspx?navCode=6322&preview=1&previewDate=05%2F12%2F2016%2016%3A42&subscriber=


RW Support

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

2. Microsites

VIEW RW SUPPORT

https://www.retail-week.com/my-account/support


H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

3. Preferred email

Step1: Intro email Step2: Action landing page Step3: Confirmation email Step4: Default email

VIEW LANDING PAGE

https://www.architectural-review.com/thank-you-v1?clearcache=1


H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

3. Preferred email

Step1: Intro email Step2: Action landing page Step3: Confirmation email Step4: Default email

VIEW LANDING PAGE

https://www.hvnplus.co.uk/thank-you-v1


Various full image emails

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

4. Emails - subs



Various template layouts

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

4. Emails - events



NT Wishlist email promotion

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

5. Digital subs campaign



NT Wishlist landing page

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

5. Digital subs campaign

VIEW WISHLIST

https://www.nursingtimes.net/ChristmasWishlist


NT Wishlist confirmation page

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

5. Digital subs campaign



NT Golden ticket campaign

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

6. Digital subs campaign

VIEW LANDING PAGEVIEW AD

https://f6a9c66a82e1f3ba.emapsecure.com/NT/GOLDEN_TICKET/BANNER/NT_SUBS170_GOLDEN_TICKET_BANNER_300X250/NT_SUBS170_GOLDEN_TICKET_BANNER_300X250.html
https://www.nursingtimes.net/GoldenTicket


Mockup in review

H2 - EXTRA ACHIEVEMENTS

7. Full width microsite template (abacus)

VIEW MOCKUP

https://rw2015.abasoftaws.co.uk/spin-2/html?clearcache=1&debug=true


Q1. What area of the business are you from?

Q2. How happy are you with the Design Team as a whole?

Q3. Do you feel you get good service delivery?

Q4. Do the Design Team produce new and exciting design solutions?

Q5. Are the Design Team approachable?

Q6. How easy is the booking system?

Q7. What is the one thing we could improve on in 2017?

Q8. Suggestions on how we could improve our service.

H2 SURVEY

H2 2016 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q1. What area of the business are you from?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q2. How happy are you with the Design Team as a whole?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q3. Do you feel you get good service delivery?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q4. Do the Design Team produce new and exciting design solutions?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q5. Are the Design Team approachable?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q6. How easy is the booking system?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q7. What is the one thing we could improve on in 2017?

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS



Q8. Suggestions on how we could improve our service.

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS

EVENTS
1. I think when a designer has recommendations for changing a design (which are often good/valid), or the copy content, it’s best to have a 
face-to-face chat first rather than going ahead and delivering something that the marketer hadn’t asked for. 

2. Flexibility - events (especially conferences) are not always simple and are organic so constantly changing. Slight understanding and 
flexibility with amends would be helpful, as there will often be a few more small changes near the end. For example, more then 3,rounds or 
being willing to do small amends ad hoc.

EDITORIAL
1. I think that the design team could probably do some lunch and learns to show how other brands have worked with them successfully, and 
explain the process. I also think there should be a design amnesty, when the team take a look at each set of designs for a brand and think 
about whether they work together. Sometimes different people design different things for an event, subs marketing and so on, and it looks a 
bit of a patchwork quilt. I also see design teams not adhering to the brand guidelines, and I think they should be guardians of that above any 
other member of the team. I think now and again, you should look at brands and critique them in a session that’s open to all people who work 
on that brand. That would show how you think about brands and the way you design them. Hope that helps.

CONF PRODUCTION
1. I have worked more closely with team this year and have found them excellent to work with. The work that has been completed has 
been superb. This is partly down to producers assisting marketing more with the briefs and having conversations with the design team - 
sometimes in the past things could get lost in translation. This is a marketing problem though - not a design team issue Never have to book 
slots so unclear on that process. Is this something that should change? From HLG perspective, this has been a very good year from design 
perspective. So thank you.



Q8. Suggestions on how we could improve our service.

H2 - SURVEY RESULTS

SUBS MARKETING
1. I have really liked the addition of Trello. I like that things don’t get lost and I can track where they are. Sometimes it doesn’t reflect the 
calendar though. I still find the calendar system quite tricky to navigate especially if work takes longer or if there was an issue with the initial 
booking. Also I use my diary for my planning and sometimes it can look chaotic trying to see what is going on with digital and design bookings 
in there.

SALES
1. I think communication is key and sometimes it is quite hard to get a hold of anyone other than through e-mail. It’s always great to talk on 
the phone or face to face. I do think the ideas they come up with are amazing and make the brand stand out and a fantastic product to sell.

EVENT OPS
1. On occasion we receive designs updated with new logo and branding from previous years that don’t have the text updates we request - 
reading the briefs in more detail would reduce the number of amends we have to pass back.

2. We often book in slots in advance and then drop the content in. We do this in order for us to plan, and also to make it easier for your team 
to know whats coming up. However, these are usually rejected as there is no content. But it is surely a better system and it ensures that when 
we have last minute things to add, or anticipate changes, there is already a slot booked in. If the design team is very busy, then they know that 
there is a slot booked, we know there is time available. Often for events there are last minute things, but if there isn’t time already booked 
in, then the changes may not be made in time. Or it causes friction as we need it done and often will demand that it is done, despite there 
not being a slot there. Also I think the design team need to be more flexible and understanding of our situations sometimes. We try to do the 
same in return.



1. Team communication

2. Creative testing

3. Digital campaigns

4. Event website builds

5. Brand guidelines

6. New booking system

7. Full width microsite template implemented

8. NT Corp & CN Corp microsite

H1 2017 OKRs?

H1 2017 - OKR POSSIBILITIES




